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Dreams Of A Voragine
 
Dreamt a voragine lost
a day, nightime awake
when moon light asked
said,
She-moon said dream
a voragine my dear
pray,
built the gear
grow the sight
train you ear
never mind dreams
dream again,
dreamt a voragine
and lost a day
when sun light asked
He-sun said
Where will you be
a-day?
Just light your day
vorgaine will deal
along your way.
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Thirsthy Ground
 
Rain of stone, but water
in my world,
thirsty ground I thought
it just goes,
rain of stone, I played
against a start,
one gold coin for a glass
I wanted to love,
cards along I wished not
to guess if a diamond
or a stone,
just that water glass I
learnt to love.
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When I Go By The Book
 
Zeus went to the Olympus, a siren springs from the sea
She sees a man at seaside and hurried enquiered
-My dear, please, love a night?
-My dear, please, alive me with your life?
that man talks with your voice of strong knight, and said,
my love is in this field, my beloved is in this field, my life in this field,
we never could love each other nor live together Dear Siren,
you must search in your sea,
that's the law of God whatever yours mine have said so...
-My dear, please, forget God and love me under the the light of Venus
-My dear, please, forget Wife and amuse me with your kisses,
enlight me with your soul
that man talks again and says: yours is the will of love me this night,
mine is the will to love all this life..
that night a comet brighted in the skyes, Zeus went to your World and talked
To everybody in the sea:
our world is life to us and perish to other,
our world is life to us and perish to other.
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